The Calling Journey
By Tony Stoltzfus
(5 stars)
Buy this book if you:





Coach business leaders or people within a company
Are in a transitional phase of life
Uncertain of what the future holds
Desire to be excellent at coaching leaders

It is well chronicled in history that Abraham Lincoln was born into a poor family in a one bedroom
log cabin and would later become the 16th president of the United States. What is not as well chronicled
are the decisive key moments and experiences that would develop him into the man that would lead a
nation through a brutal civil war and end the oppression of slavery in our country.
While it is easy revere the accomplishments of such a great man, one must understand that he did not
simply arrive at birth locked and loaded ready to take on the world. Like all great leaders, Abraham
experienced and walked through circumstances in his life that were decisive in the molding of his
character and beliefs. From this, the man that we celebrate and remember was made and his vision and
calling realized.
In his new book “The Calling Journey” Tony Stoltzfus reveals a universal timeline that maps key
stages in the development of leaders. Much like Abraham Lincoln, many if not all leaders go through
stages in life were God is preparing them outside of their calling. Using biblical examples such as the
lives of Joseph and David as well as leaders like William Wilberforce, Tony reveals how comparing your
own story to such leaders and their Calling Journey can offer amazing insight into yours. Using tools
honed from over a decade of coaching, readers are shown how to map out their own Calling Journey
through four developmental stages and three transitional “valleys”.








Natural Promotion
The Valley of Dependence
The Preparation Stage
The Valley of Wholeness
The Releasing Stage
The Valley of Identity
The Fulfillment Stage

From this, the reader will learn to see areas in their lives that while bringing frustration, also is being used
by God to develop and define their call. The many stories of leaders who have gone before you and the
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traps, lies, fears and temptations as well as what they did with them will help you discover and realize that
God is truly next to you. He is truly making your circumstances work together for your good.
Summary
The Calling Journey is a wonderful book that will give you the opportunity to see your life from
heavens eyes. Learning that God has you on a journey and being able to map that out and see where you
stand in the full scope of Gods plan brings great freedom. For those in any stage or walk of life, The
Calling Journey will help you discover the answer to that nagging question of what is my purpose and
how do I get there.
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